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In this panel  we will discuss the state of the art and  after that the related open 
questions!



Input Data: Output Data: 

ρ±(ω), ω ∼ 1,...,𝒪(1000)

ill-posed !         i.e.  solutions with  ∞ χ2 = 0

Zero Temperature Spectral Functions
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G±(τ), τ = 1,...,𝒪(10 − 100)

An allegory of life: You can’t get more out than you put in.

AND they are correlated!

Lattice Determinations of Quarkonia Width 
Extracting Spectral F’ns

Euclidean Lattice Correlator Spectral F’n   G(τ) = ∫ dω K(ω, τ) ρ(ω)
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G(τ) ∼ Z e−M0τ

⟹ Meff ≡ M0

Meff

 
                     
⟹ Meff = f(τ) ↘

≠ M0

Γ

 GeV 
 

T = 47 MeV

a−1
τ = 6

as /aτ = 3.5

close-up 
of above

1 MeV

downward 
drift?

Finite   Finite Resolution     is upper boundNτ ⟹ ⟹ Γ

Cuniberti, De Micheli and Viano, Commun. Math. Phys. 216 (2001), 59-83       (courtesy of Mikko Laine)
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Apples and Apples 
Systematic effects in T
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close-up

Fitting:    for both  Tτ = [2,30]

Sequential suppression   as  Γ ↗ T ↗

Although  is upper bound,  we can resolve thermal trendsΓ

Preliminary Preliminary

Cuniberti, De Micheli and Viano, Commun. Math. Phys. 216 (2001), 59-83       (courtesy of Mikko Laine)
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PRELIMINARY

Comprehensive Study of Systema>cs 
from Analysis Techniques
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Going lighter     mq ↘
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Open quantum system (OQS) approach

• Can treat heavy quarkonium states propagating through QGP using an open 
quantum system approach

• Total density matrix 

• Reduced density matrix

Probe

Medium

Probe = heavy-quarkonium state

Medium = light quarks and gluons that comprise the QGP

⇢probe = Trmedium[⇢tot]

<latexit sha1_base64="JzTAyIH5CW6x1pViUEWvfpQIbec=">AAACKHicbVBNSwMxFMzWr1q/qh69BIvgqeyKogfFghePFawW2qVk09c2NNksyVuxLPtzvPhXvIgo4tVf4rbdg7YOBCYz80jeBJEUFl33yyksLC4trxRXS2vrG5tb5e2dO6tjw6HBtdSmGTALUoTQQIESmpEBpgIJ98HwauzfP4CxQoe3OIrAV6wfip7gDDOpU75sm4HutBEeMYmMDiClF3R6vTVpbijoililLforjBpT6pc65YpbdSeg88TLSYXkqHfKb+2u5rGCELlk1rY8N0I/YQYFl5CW2rGFiPEh60MroyFTYP1ksmhKDzKlS3vaZCdEOlF/TyRMWTtSQZZUDAd21huL/3mtGHtnfiLCKEYI+fShXiwpajpujXaFAY5ylBHGjcj+SvmAGcYx63Zcgje78jy5O6p6x9WTm+NK7Tyvo0j2yD45JB45JTVyTeqkQTh5Ii/knXw4z86r8+l8TaMFJ5/ZJX/gfP8ApaKoIw==</latexit>

“Master equation”

d

dt
⇢tot = �i[Htot, ⇢tot]

<latexit sha1_base64="iKDAyQ0W7oUhRNXwpS/PRUGsSuQ=">AAACKXicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQXWmakoguFgpsuK9gHdIaSyWTa0MxkSO6IZejvuPFX3Cgo6tYfMX0sauuBwMk555Lc4yeCa7DtL2tpeWV1bT23kd/c2t7ZLeztN7RMFWV1KoVULZ9oJnjM6sBBsFaiGIl8wZp+/3bkNx+Y0lzG9zBImBeRbsxDTgkYqVOouKEiNAuGWQBD7Kqe7LjAHiEDae43+IzjdnVGOp2LeJ1C0S7ZY+BF4kxJEU1R6xTe3EDSNGIxUEG0bjt2Al5GFHAq2DDvppolhPZJl7UNjUnEtJeNNx3iY6MEOJTKnBjwWJ2dyEik9SDyTTIi0NPz3kj8z2unEF55GY+TFFhMJw+FqcAg8ag2HHDFKIiBIYQqbv6KaY+Y6sCUmzclOPMrL5LGeckply7uysXK9bSOHDpER+gEOegSVVAV1VAdUfSEXtA7+rCerVfr0/qeRJes6cwB+gPr5xdYeqiH</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FJMoKHeb5Rz9AyeK1oEGtI+HJn0=">AAACI3icbVDLSgMxFM34tr6qLt0Ei+CqzIioCELRjUsFq0KnDJn0tk2bSYbkjlim/Rc3/oobF4q4ceG/mD4Wvg5ccjjnXm7uiVMpLPr+hzc1PTM7N7+wWFhaXlldK65vXFudGQ5VrqU2tzGzIIWCKgqUcJsaYEks4Sbung39mzswVmh1hb0U6glrKdEUnKGTouJxaNo6ChHuMUeNA3pCQ5slUYemrvphakXUCQ1TLQk0lKN3LPajYskv+yPQvySYkBKZ4CIqvoUNzbMEFHLJrK0Ffor1nBkUXMKgEGYWUsa7rAU1RxVLwNbz0Y0DuuOUBm1q40ohHanfJ3KWWNtLYteZMGzb395Q/M+rZdg8qudCpRmC4uNFzUxS1HQYGG0IAxxlzxHGjXB/pbzNDOPoYi24EILfJ/8l13vl4KAcXO6XKqeTOBbIFtkmuyQgh6RCzskFqRJOHsgTeSGv3qP37L157+PWKW8ys0l+wPv8ApGrpXc=</latexit>

⇢tot =
X

j

pj | jih j |
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OQS + pNRQCD à Lindblad equation

• Separation of time scales

– Medium relaxation time scale 

– Intrinsic probe time scale

– Probe relaxation time scale

d⇢probe

dt
= �i[Hprobe, ⇢probe] +

X

n

✓
Cn ⇢probe C

†
n � 1

2
{C†

nCn, ⇢probe}
◆

<latexit sha1_base64="bqlq6O7tLsyz3JNqDNIWZhqoeXE=">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</latexit>

trel , tP � tM

<latexit sha1_base64="SGeQ3m6ttcH8d0IC6YUIiHvYhtI=">AAACE3icbVDJSgNBEO1xN25Rj14agyASwoxE9OBB8OJFiGAWyIShp1MZG3sWumvEMMw/ePFXvHhQxKsXb/6NnQ3U+KDg9XtVdNXzEyk02vaXNTM7N7+wuLRcWFldW98obm41dJwqDnUey1i1fKZBigjqKFBCK1HAQl9C0789H/jNO1BaxNE19hPohCyIRE9whkbyigfouQj3mCmQuVsuu+WJUMupGwR08rzMvWLJrthD0GnijEmJjFHzip9uN+ZpCBFyybRuO3aCnYwpFFxCXnBTDQnjtyyAtqERC0F3suFNOd0zSpf2YmUqQjpUf05kLNS6H/qmM2R4o/96A/E/r51i76STiShJESI++qiXSooxHQREu0IBR9k3hHElzK6U3zDFOJoYCyYE5+/J06RxWHGqlaOraunsdBzHEtkhu2SfOOSYnJELUiN1wskDeSIv5NV6tJ6tN+t91DpjjWe2yS9YH9+b6J6b</latexit>

• What are the relevant scales?

• Temperature !
• Bound state mass " ≫ !
• Bound state size $ ~ 1/"( ~ )0 (Bohr radius)
• Debye mass ""
• Binding energy * ~"(2

tP ⇠ 1

!i � !j

<latexit sha1_base64="PQCo/t4i1AF5dSDYL8kWuC7/m1k=">AAACD3icbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBksahALFQJKoKBoRILY5HoRWqiyHGd1tSOI9tBqqK8AQuvwsIAQqysbLwNbpsBWn7J0qf/nKPj84cJo0o7zrdVWlpeWV0rr1c2Nre2d+zdvbYSqcSkhQUTshsiRRiNSUtTzUg3kQTxkJFOOLqe1DsPRCoq4js9TojP0SCmEcVIGyuwj3XQhJ6iHHqRRDhz88wTnAxQQOEpLPA+D+yqU3OmgovgFlAFhZqB/eX1BU45iTVmSKme6yTaz5DUFDOSV7xUkQThERqQnsEYcaL8bHpPDo+M04eRkObFGk7d3xMZ4kqNeWg6OdJDNV+bmP/VeqmOLv2MxkmqSYxni6KUQS3gJBzYp5JgzcYGEJbU/BXiITK5aBNhxYTgzp+8CO2zmluvnd/Wq42rIo4yOACH4AS44AI0wA1oghbA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFrLVnFzD74I+vzBxtfnBI=</latexit>

hp(t)i ⇠ e�t/trel
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N. Brambilla, M. A. Escobedo, J. Soto and A. Vairo, 1612.07248, 1711.04515 

Λ = #, %

non-perturbative matching
(long-range quarkonium)

perturbative matching
(short-range quarkonium)
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OQS + pNRQCD Hamiltonian and collapse operators

d⇢probe

dt
= �iHe↵⇢probe + i⇢probeH

†
e↵ +

X

n

Cn ⇢probe C
†
n
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Six collapse operators cover
• singlet à octet, 
• octet à singlet
• octet à octet

N. Brambilla, M. A. Escobedo, J. Soto and A. Vairo, 1612.07248, 1711.04515 
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A parallelizable approach:  Quantum trajectories
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Can treat this “quantum jump” term stochastically

• Can be reduced to the solution of a large set of “quantum trajectories” in which we 
solve a 1D Schrödinger equation with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian !!"", subject 
to stochastic quantum jumps.  

• The evolution with the non-Hermitian "eff preserves 
the color and angular momentum state of the system 
(but not norm).

• Collapse/jump operators encode transitions 
between different color/angular momentum 
states (subject to selection rules).

• For each physical trajectory (path through the QGP) we average over a 
large set of independent quantum trajectories à Embarrassingly parallel

• Added benefit:  Can describe all angular momentum states (no cutoff) .

N. Brambilla, M.-A. Escobedo, M.S., A. Vairo, P. Vander Griend, and J.H. Weber, 2012.01240

Non-unitary “no jump” evolution
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Coupled Boltzmann Equations of Heavy Flavors

open heavy quark antiquark

each quarkonium state
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Boltzmann equation for quarkonium derived from first principles by using open quantum 
systems in the quantum optical limit  + pNRQCD (T.Mehen, X.Yao 1811.07027, 
2009.02408), includes dissociation and recombination (both correlated and uncorrelated), 
HQ diffusion drives system to kinetic equilibrium, dissociation and recombination drive 
system to chemical equilibrium (X.Yao, B.Müller 1709.03529)
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Coupled Boltzmann Equations: Phenomenology 

Initial production: Trento (position distribution) + 
Pythia with EPPS16 nPDF (momentum 
distribution)
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QGP evolution in spacetime: calibrated 
2+1D viscous hydro

Hadronic phase: feed-down
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QUESTIONS!



Q1. What can we learn from quarkonium suppression on the QGP? Can we learn something directly from experiment? Do we 
always need to pass through a model? How can we connect the    quarkonium suppression data to information on QCD at 

finite T (or in medium)?  What experimental observables can provide the most constraining power for models?  Should we fix 
a set of possible background evolutions that could serve as a reference point for removing    this variation?
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Q1. What can we learn from quarkonium suppression on the QGP? Can we learn something directly from experiment? Do we 
always need to pass through a model? How can we connect the    quarkonium suppression data to information on QCD at 

finite T (or in medium)?  What experimental observables can provide the most constraining power for models?  Should we fix 
a set of possible background evolutions that could serve as a reference point for removing    this variation?

Q1: We are studying electric correlator of QGP by measuring quarkonium suppression

X. YAO

Di1i2(q
0, q) = g2

Z
dt d3Reiq

0(t1�t2)�iq·(R1�R2)hEi1(t1,R1)WEi2(t2,R2)iT

Dissociation & recombination rates in Boltzmann equations depend on it (T.Mehen, X.Yao 2009.02408), extract from data + 
transport calculations 
Due to nPDF uncertainty, Raa ratios are better observables 
Medium description calibrated with observables of light particles (pions, kaons, protons)



Questions/Answers – M. Strickland
What can we learn from quarkonium suppression in the QGP? Can we learn something directly from experiment? Do 
we always need to pass through a model? 

• I would say that we have already learned something that is valuable by comparing the suppression in pPb and 
PbPb, with the former being much smaller than the latter.  Of course, one could argue that this is not clear 
evidence of the creation of a QGP since one could create a model with very strong final state interactions (e.g. co-
mover models) and mock-up the effect.

• I’m afraid we will always need a model, if for nothing else, for the medium evolution to be treated properly.   We 
certainly need realistic medium evolution for observables like v2.

How can we connect the quarkonium suppression data to information on QCD at finite T (or in medium)?

• At least in the equilibrium case, we strive to formulate things in terms of mathematical objects (e.g. EE correlators) 
that are computable on the lattice.  Out of equilibrium this becomes more difficult (see subsequent question)

What experimental observables can provide the most constraining power for models?  

• At this moment I would say that the the double-ratios as a function of Npart and pT provide the strongest 
constraints at present.  

• If we could obtain experimental measurements of the suppression of P-wave states such as the chib, this would 
also be great; however, I think this is a very difficult observable since chib does not decay to dimuons and instead 
makes an E&M transition to 1S.  As a result, experimentalists must detect the emitted photon and the subsequent 
1S dimuon decay.

Should we fix a set of possible background evolutions that could serve as a reference point for removing this 
variation?

• Yes.  These should be made publicly available in an easy-to-read format.

M. Strickland 5



Q2. Quarkonium suppression is the result of a nonequilibrium process.  Which techniques do we 
    have to address the non-equilibrium evolution of a nonrelativistic system in a hot medium?  
    For example, how can one incorporate large local rest frame momentum-space anisotropies 

    expected in high-energy heavy-ion collisions in a real-time non-equilibrium approach? 

Questions/Answers – M. Strickland
Quarkonium suppression is the result of a nonequilibrium process.  Which techniques do we have to address 
the non-equilibrium evolution of a nonrelativistic system in a hot medium

• Here I would point to my recent work with B. Kasmaei and K. Boguslavski (2102.12587) on the extraction 
of the imaginary part of the heavy-quark potential using real-time Yang Mills (classical statistical 
approach).  There we demonstrated that this is possible, and that one can obtain a continuum 
extrapolated despite the Rayleigh-Jeans divergence.  We found that this method can be used in EQ.

• The next step is to turn on the dynamical expansion which makes everything time-dependent.  This will 
include the development of momentum-space anisotropies due to the rapid longitudinal expansion of the 
QGP.   Using such studies, we can assess how large of the effects of momentum-anisotropy on Im[V]

For example, how can one incorporate large local rest frame momentum-space anisotropies expected in high-
energy heavy-ion collisions in a real-time non-equilibrium approach ??

• As mentioned above, we can extract a momentum-anisotropic potential.  These could be used in Heff
simulations, however, since the rotation symmetry is broken 1D evolution no longer suffices.  We are 
looking into ways to obtain effective isotropic screening masses and Im[V] which can be used in 1D 
simulations.  Also, can directly solve the 3D problem, but this quite computationally demanding.

How can lattice inform our efforts on this front?  What formulation of lattice could address non equilibrium 
evolution?  Can classical Yang-Mills simulations provide some input?

• Yes, I think so (see above).  There have also been recent works on Hamiltonian formalism for lattice 
application.  Perhaps Chris can comment on this.

M. Strickland 6

Q3. How can lattice inform our efforts on this front?  What formulation of lattice could address 
    non equilibrium evolution?  Can classical Yang-Mills simulations provide such  tool? or quantum computing?



Q2: Open quantum system approach: Lindblad equation, quantum Brownian motion v.s. quantum optical limit (review: X.Yao 
2102.01736)

We only know how to derive the evolution equation when the 
system and thermal bath are weakly coupled

Q5+Q3: Quantum computing may be able to solve Lindblad equation efficiently, at least the number of qubits 
needed ~ 3*log_2(# of states) (W.A.de Jong, M.Metcalf, J.Mulligan, M.Płoskoń, F.Ringer, X.Yao, 2010.03571)

Quantum computing may also provide ways to efficiently calculate real-time quantities 
that are difficult to calculate on Euclidean lattice; For applications at finite temperature, we 
need to prepare thermal states. (E.g. prepare thermal states for QED in 1+1D, W.A.de 
Jong, K.Lee, J.Mulligan, M.Płoskoń, F.Ringer, X.Yao, 2106.08394)

X. YAO

Hamiltonian Approach circumvents sign problem… and has been overlooked (relatively speaking) for decades(!) 

C.ALLTON   Q3 Q5   



Q4.To what degree does quarkonium suppression characterize QGP formation?  How does this compare to 
quarkonium suppression observed in pp and pA?  Is there a smooth connection   between suppression in high-

multiplicity pp and pA events and suppression in peripheral AA collisions?
Q5. What are the state of art methods that can be used to solve for non-equilibrium dynamics in  open quantum 

systems?  Can the approach to thermalization be efficiently and systematically described?  Is it possible to solve the 
early-time dynamics using quantum evolution and late-times using a semi-classical Boltzmann approach?  Can one 
leverage quantum computing advances to solve the Lindblad equation and perhaps more general master equations 

more  efficiently? 

Q4 STRICKLAND There is a probably a continuous connection between high-multiplicity pp and pA into AA.  
Hydro seems to describe the spectra and anisotropic flow coefficients reasonably well suggesting that a small 
drop of QGP can be created.  As increased the multiplicity, we will have stronger and stronger final state 
interactions.  I don’t expect (but could be wrong) that there would be some “step” in this dependence 

Q5 STRICKLAND These are all excellent questions for open discussion among the panelists and participants.  



 Q6.What are the theoretical limits to the extraction of the (equilibrium) spectral features of 
    quarkonium from the lattice at finite temperature? What can be expected from the lattice in the 

     next few years for predictions of widths given the likely quality of data that will be 
     available?

Q6 ALLTON There are theoretical limits to the extraction of the widths from a given 
“quality” of data, where “quality” is a measure of the size of  and statistics. 
Understanding the merits of different analysis techniques is work in progress.

Nτ


